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Abstract— An audio effect to extend the sustain of a musical
note in real-time is implemented on a fixed point, standalone
processor. Onset detection is used to look for new musical
notes, and once they decay to steady state, the audio is looped
indefinitely until a new onset comes along. To properly loop the
audio, pitch detection is performed to extract a period and the
new output buffer is written in a phase aligned manner.

I. INTRODUCTION

While guitar effects are a well developed area of signal
processing with commercially available analog effect pedals
and digital plug-ins, a cheap digital implementation of a gui-
tar sustain pedal is a novel idea. Effects such as compressors
can achieve a sustain like effect by non-linearly altering the
level of guitar note over time, making it sound like the note
sustains for a longer time. However, compressors can only
create this effect as long as the physical guitar string is pro-
ducing sound, and cannot sustain the note indefinitely. There
have been attempts to produce an infinite sustain effects using
hardware implementations which provide feedback to the
guitar string through a transducer. However, these methods
are expensive and specific to instruments, limiting flexibility.

We propose a cheap, efficient “infinite” sustain pedal
implemented in fixed point arithmetic. To do so, we check
each incoming audio input buffer for a note onset. If an onset
is detected, we wait for a few buffers until we are certain that
the present buffer represents the steady state portion of the
guitar note. Then, we extract one period of the fundamental
waveform by detecting its pitch. We loop this constantly in
the output buffer with phase alignment, until a new onset
is detected. This process is summarized the following block
diagram shown in Figure 1.

II. IMPLEMENTATION

The sustain effect is implemented on a fixed point proces-
sor called the DSP Shield which includes a Texas Instruments
C5535 signal processing chip [3]. A sampling rate of 48000
Hz is used to preserve the entire audio spectrum. To achieve
real-time performance, a buffer length of 1024 samples is
used. This results in a delay of 21 ms, within the range of
real-time performance. The algorithms were first prototyped
in MATLAB and then implemented in fixed-point on the
DSP Shield. A physical controller was constructed which
interfaces with the DSP processor to allow for easier usability
of the effect.

A. Onset Detection
Onset detection essentially means detecting the attack

region of an ADSR envelope of a musical note, where the

Fig. 1. Flowchart of proposed algorithm.

signal has maximum spectral energy. The onset detection was
implemented using a simple spectral difference method [1].
The steps are shown below:

• Compute the Fourier transform of the current buffer
using the DSP Shield’s FFT hardware accelerator.

• Sum the magnitude squared components of the fre-
quency spectrum for the buffer, represented as

λcur =

N−1∑
k=0

|X[k]|2 (1)

Taking the magnitude squared reduces the number of
computations by not having to compute a square root.

• Compare λcur to the similarly calculated sum λprev
from the previous buffer, multiplied by a threshold value
Tonset. If λcur > Tonset · λprev , an onset is detected.

The onset threshold, Tonset is left as a user defined parameter
so the onset detection sensitivity can be altered. Typically
a value of around Tonset = 4 will result in reliable onset
detection, but this is mapped to a physical control so the
user does not have an idea of the actual value.



B. Pitch Detection

A simple heuristic algorithm has been proposed for pitch
detection which borrows from the method proposed in [2].
This method has no computations other than iterations and
checks, which makes it extremely fast. Our buffer length is
long enough to accommodate at least one period of the lowest
note of a guitar in standard tuning (82.41Hz) at a sampling
frequency of 48kHz. The highest fundamental frequency of
a guitar note is around 1200Hz. To aid in the pitch detection,
we take a copy of the buffer and remove harmonics higher
than 1.2kHz using a low pass filter. This filter used was
designed by the Parks-McClellan method in MATLAB with
a passband of 1kHz and a stop-band of 1.5kHz. This resulted
in a filter order of 187. Although this has a large number
of real multiplications, an FIR filter ensures that there is
no phase distortion. The frequency response of the filter is
shown in figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Magnitude response of the low pass filter.

After low pass filtering our signal, we first detect the
maximum value of the signal. Next we detect all candidate
peaks which satisfy the following criteria:

• The candidate peak must be a local maxima, i.e, have
amplitude greater than its neighbors on either side.

• It must have amplitude greater than or equal to half the
maximum amplitude.

• There must be a minimum gap of dmin samples between
consecutive candidate peaks. Assuming that the pitch
cannot exceed 1.5kHz (a valid assumption considering
the highest frequency of a guitar is restricted to 1.2kHz),
the minimum gap between 2 samples is found to be
48000
1500 = 32. Therefore, dmin = 32.

Once we have a list of candidate peaks, we find the
difference between indices of consecutive peaks thus:

di = posi+1 − posi (2)

where posi denotes the index of the ith candidate peak and
di is the ith difference between consecutive indices. We
observed that while dis were not directly indicative of pitch,

they repeated in a pattern that was. We illustrate this in 3
where the candidate peaks are marked with a red dashed line.
Although consecutive dis are not the same, d1 = d4, d2 =
d5, d3 = d6. Hence, a list of possible pitch periods may
be obtained as [pos4 − pos1, pos5 − pos2, pos6 − pos3].
We use this property to find candidate peaks with similar
consecutive differences, and find possible pitch periods from
them. The final pitch period is calculated as the mean of the
possible pitch periods.
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Fig. 3. Finding similar differences between peak indices to detect pitch.

C. Buffer Looping

One might wonder why we did not just loop the steady
state output buffer as long as we wanted the note to sustain.
If we did so, the phases of two consecutive output buffers
would not be aligned, and hence we would hear clicks in the
audio.

To phase align consecutive buffers, we find the pitch
period (in samples) of the steady state buffer we want to
loop. We extract exactly one fundamental period from the
steady state buffer and loop it in the output buffer. Let us
denote the extracted fundamental as xp, where p stands for
the pitch period in samples. We keep track of the index of
the sample in xp that was sent out as the last sample of the
previous buffer. Let this index be denoted as n. We ensure
that the first sample of the current buffer follows the last
sample of the previous buffer. Since the last sample of the
previous buffer was xp[((n))p], the first sample in the current
buffer would simply be xp[((n+ 1))p].1

This explains why we need to detect pitch and extract the
fundamental. In the case when n = p - 1, xp[((n+1))p] will
wrap back around to xp[0]. If xp was not periodic with period
p, then phase alignment would not have been possible.

D. Physical Controller

The DSP shield includes analog inputs whose values can
be read from the uploaded program, allowing them to be
used as an interface for physical control of the system’s
parameters. A potentiometer is wired as a voltage divider

1The sign (())p denotes a modulo p operation.



with one side connected to an analog input. This value of
this analog input is mapped to the onset detection threshold
Tonset, to allow the user to easily control the sensitivity of
the pedal’s note onset detection. A switch is also wired to
an analog input to act as an on/off switch for the effect. An
LED is wired with the switch to show the user if the pedal is
on. The potentiometer and switch were mounted on a typical
guitar pedal enclosure as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Physical controller connected to the DSP Shield.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An example of a sustained guitar note is shown in Figure
5. The upper graph shows the natural decay of the note,
while the lower graph shows the result of the note being
passed through the sustain pedal. Note that the steady state
region is looped for an indefinite amount of time, creating
the “infinite” sustain. The looping continues until the pedal
is switched off or a new note is detected.

It is to be noted that accurate real-time pitch detection is an
extremely complicated task, which we are oversimplifying in
this implementation. Although the heuristic pitch detection
algorithm works well, it is often off target by a few Hz
which is audibly noticeable. In other extreme cases, it may
even be off by an octave (octave errors are a special case
in pitch detection). As a future extension, we would like to
increase the accuracy of the pitch detector by trying more
sophisticated methods.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described how to make a “do-it-
yourself” guitar sustain pedal that runs real-time on a fixed
point DSP processor. The code is efficient and simple, and
the controller is easy to hack together. In the process, we
have put together C++ classes to do onset detection and pitch
detection in real-time. These modules can be used separately
to do other things such as real-time music transcription.
Personally, we are not aware of any other open-source, cheap
implementation of a digital sustain pedal for the guitar, which
motivated us to take up this particular project. We hope that
this work is useful for guitar enthusiasts who like playing
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Fig. 5. Recording of a plucked guitar note measured directly (above), and
through the sustain pedal (below).

around with effects. We believe it is a useful addition to a
guitarist’s effects pedal repertoire and hope to improve it and
use it in our own performances.
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APPENDIX

Code API

The project code as well as the MATLAB testing scripts
can be found here: https://github.com/markrau/
SustainPedal

The files used for the DSP shield implementation are
given below:

• Sustain.ino - main application script for the DSP shield
• Sustain.m - MATLAB communication to check the

content in buffers
• Q15arithmetic.h - contains helper functions for Q15

arithmetic
• Onset.cpp - contains function to perform onset detection

(isOnset)
• LoopAudio.cpp - contains functions for pitch detection

(getPitchRobust) and looping the buffer (loopBuffer)
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